
INTRODUCTION
The Gateway software communicates with lighting and control devices via standardized 
protocols to ensure system responsiveness and flexibility. These devices can include 
lights, wall controls, occupancy/vacancy sensors, daylight and temperature sensors. The 
software provides: 

 § Built-in workflow that automatically configures space lighting controls
 § Increased efficiency from passive ongoing detection of devices (lights, sensors, 

switches)
 § Easy identification of devices using lighting effects
 § Simplified maintenance with scheduling and logical device association
 § Action Sets that batch macro instructions to the system

SPACES
In the Gateway software, Spaces are used to group devices such as lights, wall 
switches, dimmers, and occupancy sensors together into control zones. Each Space 
can represent a physical room, such as a private office or conference room, or they can 
represent a more flexible grouping such as all of the corridors on a floor or all egress 
lights within the building. As devices are added to each Space, they automatically 
participate in the control algorithm of that Space. For example, wall switches turn the 
lights on and off, motion sensors indicate occupancy or vacancy, etc. 
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POLICIES
The Policies page shows the built-in Default Policy and a list of all other policies for the 
building. Policies allow users to manage light on multiple levels, building wide to space 
or room specific. 

 § Space policies allow the user to set lighting level and occupancy timeout 
parameters for each of the built-in Space Types within the Gateway software such 
as for all Private Office or Conference Room Spaces. 

 § Default policies allow the user to set the building-wide default lighting level and 
occupancy timeout limits.

ACTION SETS
Action Sets are used to define lighting control actions that are to take place in one 
Space or a group of Spaces simultaneously. Possible Action Sets include the following:

 § Turn on lights in Rm 1543
 § Turn off all non-emergency lighting
 § Turn on the lights in all conference rooms
 § Dim the lights to 80% in the 2nd floor spaces

If an Action Set is created that turns the lights on in a group of spaces, a corresponding 
Action Set may also be created to turn the lights off in those same spaces. These 
actions can be either executed via the Admin application or via Schedules. 

SCHEDULES
Schedules are used to turn lights on/off and/or dim via Action Sets at the times and 
days of the week you specify. This is accomplished by associating Action Sets to 
Schedules and specifying when to execute them.

 § If an Action Set is configured to turn all the building lights on, then a Schedule 
could be created to execute that action at 6 on weekdays.

 §  A corresponding Schedule and Action Set pair could also be created to turn the 
lights off at 7 on weekdays. 

 § Schedules are configured to operate on a weekly basis and will execute the same 
Action Sets at the same time on the specified days-of-the-week.

 § You can create (add), edit and delete Schedules.

DEVICES
The Devices page lists all items that have been discovered by the Gateway software 
including lights, wall switches, dimmers, occupancy sensors, daylight sensors and 
temperature sensors. The Devices screen summarizes the system device counts in three 
ways: Device Type, Space and Network Switch.


